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IG HAS BEEN DEVELOPING INNOVATIVE INSURANCE programmes for decades and the big implications of the cyber space in our business environment were obviously requiring some new thought leadership.During all of our engagements with clients across Europe in 2012 it is clear that the increased awareness of Cyber exposures is now crystallising into concrete conversations about purchasing Cyber Insurance. It is imperative that clients understand the broad array of issues facing their businesses and the lack of coverage available under existing insurance policies. Specifi c Cyber Insurance is critical not only to ensure comprehensive, ring-fenced Cyber protection but also to give access to legal, forensic and media specialists who are ready and able to deal with a Cyber crisis. This crisis could lead to business interruption due to systems going down, having to deal with a regulator over the loss of employee or client information or simply needing an IT expert to establish what has gone wrong.AIG is investing heavily not only in an insurance product called CyberEdge but also in education for our clients and brokers. This is a rapidly evolving market and we are committed to playing a leading role in educating stakeholders. Our sponsorship of this report is a key component of our ongoing thought leadership series in the Cyber space.
This report is designed to help brokers and clients across the UK and Europe identify the key Cyber exposures, improve the sales process of Cyber Insurance and turn the signifi cant excitement around this product into a developed marketplace. As Europe continues to navigate economic issues, it is really exciting to be involved in a dynamic and emerging market, which Cyber Insurance is right now.We believe that vigorous debate between all interested parties will deliver the best solutions to the Cyber challenge, and we hope that the different perspectives offered here will take the market to the next level.

EMMANUEL BRULÉ
Executive Director Commercial Division

AIG

Sponsor’s welcome
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oMPanies are More  

reliant on technology than 

ever before and they are 

also more vulnerable to 

technology-related losses than at any time 

in history, either through internal failures, 

or external attacks. 
but despite the array of statistics that 

exists, there is still much uncertainty 
around the area of cyber risk. and this 

uncertainty has been exacerbated by the pace at which technology use 
is evolving and the contrasting pace at which regulation, insurance 
and risk management is developing. 

so it is with this uncertainty in mind that the recent risk frontiers 
event in brussels, held in conjunction with belrim, the belgian risk 
management association, and sponsored by aig, aimed to address this 
critical area of risk management. 

the following report, a summary of the seminar’s presentations 
and panel discussions, breaks the subject into four recognisable 
themes—exposure; identification, measurement and management; risk 
transfer; and possible ways forward. 

What emerged from the event and its debates and discussions 
were a number of areas where there is broad agreement. but there are 
also still fundamental differences of opinion—from the definition of 
the risk to its measurement and management, and from the merits 
of current and forthcoming regulation to the benefits of insurance 
policies that are emerging both in europe and the rest of the world. 

for example, does the nature of cyber risk warrant a new approach 
or do traditional methods still apply, albeit with some technology-
specific amendments? and is the insurance of cyber risk best addressed 
by new stand-alone policies or can traditional lines be extended 
to cater for data breaches and cybercrimes? and how should the 
additional cost of covering cyber risk be apportioned?

there is clear consensus, however, on the undeniable fact that 
more debate, disclosure and innovation is needed from all parties—
regulators, insurers, consultants and risk managers—to ensure that 
companies are adequately protected from a risk that is only going to 
increase in importance.

nicholas Pratt
report author—Commercial Risk Europe

news@commercialriskeurope.com
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Chapter 1
THE EXPOSURE

New EU data protection legislation  
is of much interest to risk managers. 
Nicolas Dubois of the European 
Commission explained the major  
changes and their implications

T
he impending changes to the  
european commission’s rules on data  
protection are greatly anticipated by risk 
managers, especially the rules that will set out 
what companies should do in the event of a 

breach involving customers’ personal data. therefore it was 
little surprise that the presentation from nicolas dubois, 
from the directorate-general Justice Unit of the european 
commission, sparked so much interest and participation  
from an attentive audience at the recent Risk Frontiers— 
cyber Risk seminar in Brussels. 

two years ago the european commission took the decision 
to introduce new legislation around data protection to account 
for the huge advances in technology that have taken place 
in recent years. the current legislation, the data protection 
directive, was implemented back in 1995. since then the use 
of social media and the development and growth of mobile 
devices has transformed the way personal data is provided, 
disseminated, used and held. 

the other significant issue regarding data protection is 
that the current rules are in the form of a regulation, rather 
than a directive, and will be implemented on a national rather 
than european level. this has created a fragmented framework 
where the compliance demands in one country are different 
to another. consequently it is impossible for multinationals to 
implement a uniform, cross-border policy as regards the use of 
data, creating something of a compliance lottery. 

the fragmentation also creates extra cost in the use of 
systems that have to be adapted for the rules of 27 different 
member states. “in the end it just becomes unmanageable 
and it is limiting the provision of new it tools that could 
be marketed as pan-european tools and slowing down 
innovation,” said mr dubois.

Strengthening supervision
the changes to data protection legislation are also designed 
to reinforce supervision, said mr dubois. “many of the data 
protection authorities (the information commissioner’s office 
in the UK and the commission nationale de l’informatique et 
des Libertés in France) have limited powers and when they find 
a breach, there is little they can do.”

as well as strengthening supervision, the new legislation 
also aims to give consumers—or data subjects—greater 
protection. “if you are processing personal data, you need 

to have a fair and proportional and lawful purpose,” said 
mr dubois. this purpose can be linked to a contract, a legal 
obligation or a legitimate interest of the company that is not 
incompatible with the interests of the data subject. But in 
all cases the consent of the data subject must be explicit and 
must be recorded and stored should it need to be produced as 
evidence in the event of a dispute. the burden of proof will lie 
with the data processors and not the data subjects.

the proposals also address the specific rights of an 
individual data subject, including access to personal data and 
also the deleting of personal data, described as the ‘right to be 
forgotten’. “it is not acceptable that personal data can be held 
and then used 20 years later. there must be a valid reason for 
keeping it,” said mr dubois.

New rules
in addition to setting out the conditions under which 
companies can rightfully collect and store personal data, the 
new data protection directive also introduces a number of 
risk mitigation measures. Firstly, companies need to compile 
a privacy risk impact assessment: a written report that 
documents the risks to data security and is made available to 
regulators.

secondly, companies that employ over 250 people must 
appoint a data protection officer (dpo) to supervise the 
processing of personal data. “instead of having to interact 
with the dpa all of the time, there should be someone within 
the company that knows the rules,” said mr dubois. “We do 
not specify that the dpo should be a lawyer or an it specialist 
and we don’t intend to make it a regulated profession (as is 
the case in germany). most importantly, we want the dpo to 
have an independence similar to the internal audit role so that 
they are free to write what they want. it is not a full-time job 

Privacy & changes  
to the EU directive

“in the end it just becomes 
unmanageable and it is limiting 
the provision of new it tools  
that could be marketed as  
pan-european tools and slowing 
down innovation...
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Chapter 1
ENVIRONMENTAL RISK & INSURANCE

necessarily, it depends on the size and the scope of the data 
involved.”

most importantly for the risk managers and insurance 
buyers in the audience, mr dubois addressed the contentious 
issue of mandatory notification of data subjects in the event 
of a data breach. “it is not acceptable that individuals do 
not know about a data breach,” said mr dubois. in the 
Us, the introduction of mandatory notification has been a 
major catalyst in the development of the cyber insurance 
market given that the process not only involves the direct, 
administrative costs but also significant indirect costs involving 
public relations advice and potential litigation. 

Common consensus
the justification for introducing mandatory notification in 
the eU is not disputed, but there is concern over the draft’s 
proposal that notification take place within 24 hours of the 
identification of a breach. given that, on average, it takes 83 
days for a breach to be discovered, some feel that 24 hours is 
not enough time to organise an orderly notification process. 
“Within 24 hours is the desired outcome,” said mr dubois. 
“But the period can be longer if companies can explain with 
good reason. But i would stress that the sooner you notify, the 
lower the damage so there is a shared onus on companies.”

mr dubois also explained how the process for mandatory 
notification would work, in terms of who gets notified and 
when. “there is a two-step approach. the regulators are 
notified first and then the individuals but we recognise that it 
can be a complicated process to contact individuals because of 
lack of details and we do not want companies to be obliged to 
compile more personal data than is necessary to go about their 
daily business in order to be able to contact customers in the 
event of a breach.”   

as with all ec directives, the process from the original 
draft proposal to the final legislation can be lengthy. Firstly, 
there must be consensus between the european council and 
parliament, followed by a two-year period for companies to 
adopt the new rules. therefore it will be a minimum of three 
years before the new rules are passed into law.

an ec-wide consensus on the directive will be especially 
important to create a harmonised enforcement of the new law 
and to prevent any regulatory arbitrage, said mr dubois. the 
primary motivation for establishing a directive rather than 
a regulation was to create a single administrative framework 
suitable for a pan-european digital market.

“We have created a provision for the consistent process for 
each data protection authority (dpa). the dpa in the member 
state that a company does most of its business will prepare 
a judgment, and then share it with the other dpa before it 
is approved. our principle is that if something is accepted 
somewhere in the eU, then it must be accepted everywhere 
in the eU. this principle of consistent enforcement will be 
coordinated by a distinct secretariat independent from the 
eU and linked to the european data protection supervisory 
Board.”

another concern about the unintended consequence of 
the move from 27 regulations to one directive is that, while a 
number of member states may end up with an improved and 
stricter data protection regime, other member states may find 
their strict regime diluted or undermined by a new directive 
that pitches itself somewhere in the middle of existing national 
data protection policies.  

Harmonisation headaches
germany has one of the strictest and best-established 
approaches to data protection, so would it not make sense to 
simply copy the german legislation? “that is not the way it 
works,” said mr dubois. “For example, germany insists on a 
dedicated dpo for any firm employing more than 10 people 
in a data specific role and it is a regulated profession. i do not 
think that would go down well in the UK.”

the challenge for the european commission is to find 
a workable balance, said mr dubois. “if there are member 
states that do much less in terms of data protection, then the 
differences will stack up and you have to start all over again. 
But if the rules are too prescriptive, they will be too rigid and 
not flexible enough to cope with the influence of the internet 
which is changing everyday. the idea is to have a framework 
that takes five years to develop and implement but will last for 
50 years.”

Nicholas Dubois
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Chapter 2
CYBER LIABILITY

The range of cyber threats has increased 
almost exponentially in recent years. Marc 
Vael of Isaca Belgium revealed the nature 
of these threats and some frameworks that 
can be put in place to manage them

I
nformation technology (it) is a critical 
part of companies’ operations but, more significantly, 
the gap between the people that use it and the people 
that understand it is large and growing. on the plus 
side, the awareness of this gap has led to a greater level 

of interest in cyber liability at board level and eU legislators 
are putting more rules and regulations in place to address the 
growing cyber threat. 

it is, after all, a war out there, said marc Vael, international 
Vice President for the Belgium chapter of the information 
systems audit and control association (isaca). however it is 
necessary to distinguish between cyber war and information 
war.

the variety and scope of cyber threats has grown 
enormously in the last 10 years. one of the most worrying 
trends in this area is the fact that cyberspace has become the 
next frontier in international warfare. russia disabled the 
national infrastructure of estonia in 2007, a Us drone fleet was 
hit by a virus in 2011 and then there was stuxnet—the virus 
that sabotaged iran’s nuclear development plans by disabling 
siemens technology and that is now widely believed to have 
been developed by the israeli and Us security services. 

there has also been the growth of politically motivated 
hacking, or ‘hactivism’, in the last few years that has 
spread from anti-globalisation movements. it has also been 
exacerbated by various attempts by authorities to limit the use 
of the internet for downloading copyrighted material. 

Business impact
for corporates, all of these developments can create both direct 
and indirect liabilities. the primary objective of the stuxnet 
virus may well have been to thwart the nuclear ambitions of 
the iranian government but it also had disastrous effects for 
siemens and the users of its engineering technology. 

mr Vael also highlighted the case of megaupload, a digital 
storage platform that was used by corporates looking to be 
more efficient in their data storage. however, megaupload 
was also used to store pirated software and content and when 
the company’s founder Kim Dotcom was arrested, authorities 
confiscated all the data held on the site, leaving a number of 
companies with lost data. 

amidst the flurry of new cyber attacks and it 
vulnerabilities, it is easy for companies to forget the business 
impact from cyber exposures and the best way to identify and 

manage them, said mr Vael. “We focus a lot on it security 
weaknesses and controls and we are always pointing the finger 
at it and identifying it as the source of our problems. and we 
wish that we could have it security at the touch of a button 
but sometimes things happen.”

there is also a tendency for companies to associate 
it security merely with it staff instead of taking a more 
traditional security approach. “actually i would recommend 
all of you to do what i call Viking tours. at 6pm in the evening 
go and wander around the office and look at what you can 
see with your eyes and take pictures and show that to people. 
that will be more effective than any policy procedure, rule or 
awareness exercise that you can do because then people are 
confronted with the real world.”

‘You are the weakest link’
effective it security is about practical approaches not 
rulebooks and theories, said mr Vael. the average person 
is not an it expert and typically has to trust an expert to 
explain anything it-related to them. the same is true of it 
security when guidelines or policies are made too technical or 
indigestible, especially in this age where more information is 
conveyed through videos and websites than books. 

“People are the weakest link. it’s not the technology, 
it’s not the procedures, it’s not the rules—it’s the people.” 
consequently staff have to be made aware of it security on a 
regular basis and not just when they get hired and handed a 
500-page manual on company policies and procedures.

“it is about finding the right security message format for 
the right audience. We need policies and standards but they 
need to be brief. if there is a manual on policy and standards, 
don’t make it too long. People will sign it but they won’t read 

A guide to  
cyber liability

“People are the weakest link.  
it’s not the technology, it’s not the 
procedures, it’s not the rules— 
it’s the people. consequently  
staff have to be made aware of  
it security on a regular basis and 
not just when they get hired...”
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it. you also need to measure performance and you need facts 
because perception is dangerous when applied to it security. 
and you have to get support from the executive management. 
a privacy or security project can never be bottom up. you 
need funding and you need resources and that comes from the 
executive management.”

‘Board level buy-in’
Board level buy-in is also important for the fairly obvious 
reason that they are the ones ultimately tasked with setting 
the tolerance level for it risk. even the most sophisticated 
it systems will not prevent breaches. social engineering will 
always happen and the risk cannot be eradicated but it can be 
reduced to an acceptable level and this is determined not by a 
security officer or an it security consultant but by the board. 
“the board of directors are the ones ultimately responsible. 
risk is subjective and they have to say what it risk they will 
accept.”

the board of directors’ readiness to address cyber risk 
may be accelerated by stricter regulation that places more 
responsibility on their shoulders. south africa has especially 
bullish rules, the King iii code on corporate governance, 
which includes a requirement for board members to be aware 
of the it security and risk management programme. 

“What i have heard from isaca’s south africa chapter is 
that in the beginning there was some resistance from board 
members, who felt they were being forced to talk about 
technology even though they were not technology specialists, 
but King iii has certainly changed their attitude and south 
africa is leading the way in this respect.” 

one of isaca’s primary roles is to develop standards for 
assessing it security and its most recent version is coBit 
5.0, which is similar to the iso standards developed for 
various business disciplines. the coBit 5.0 framework has 
been developed primarily to help companies develop their 
it security strategy and is aimed at all of the people in the 
company, not just the technicians and the processors. 

“there is process, there is technology and there is 
organisation but it is the people and the culture that are 

important. and it is not just one person or one group, it is 
a number of people that should be involved. and i don’t 
believe you can manage it security, you can coordinate at best 
because there are so many things to do and so many people to 
talk to and so many divisions to handle.”

increasingly companies are insisting on standards adoption 
from their counterparties as evidence that a minimum level 
of it security has been met. as important as these standards 
are though, they are not an infallible protection against cyber 
risks. nor will they be an infallible countermeasure against 
potential litigation. and for some, especially those from an 
insurance background, a standard like iso 27001 is only a 
starting point in a risk management process.

mr Vael, however, defended the value of a standard like 
coBit 5.0. “yes it’s a starting point but it’s a very good starting 
point. it’s a consensus model and it’s a good framework with 
which to start discussions in your organisation. secondly, 
coBit 5.0 is a governance framework that overarches 
standards and reference points. 

and it is a business framework written for business people 
to talk to with it and for it people to talk to the business. it 
brings all of these different elements together—risk, audit, 
governance, privacy, technology and security.

‘Keep calm and carry on’
“But if you want to prevent losses, you have to implement 
them in practice. and it can never be implemented in a year  
or two. it’s a long-term process, especially if you are using 
it as a starting point. it can be a three- or five-year track to 
implement all the measures and to prioritise your risks. What 
it will help you to do is avoid really catastrophic risks or the 
evident risks.”

nevertheless, as mr Vael reminded the audience, it is not 
possible to eliminate all risk. “People have to think before they 
act and if something does go wrong they should remember the 
adage of Winston churchill—keep calm and carry on. 

“it is about solving issues, deciding on action and then 
carrying on. Don’t dwell on it for eternity, keep moving 
forward.”
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Chapter 3
IDENTIFICATION, MEASUREMENT & MANAGEMENT

Ben Van Erck of Verizon described  
how and why data breaches can occur,  
the damage that can be done and what 
lessons can be learned

I
n addition to monitoring the exposure 
from a legal and regulatory compliance perspective, 
companies also have to monitor their vulnerabilities to 
cyber attacks by examining the occurrence, timeframe, 
difficulty and perpetrators of such attacks. Ben Van 

erck is the manager of the emea risk team at Verizon, the 
communications company that also has an extensive it 
security operation. mr Van erck’s principal role is to manage 
the company’s risk team in the technical context of it risk. 
it is purely a technical team that investigates data breaches, 
disseminates the findings and then develops services based on 
that information.

a key aspect of this process is the data breach investigations 
report (dBir) that is published on an annual basis. “every 
year we look at cases where somebody hacked a company’s 
it system, took data and left with it,” said mr Van erck. the 
project was started in 2007, largely as a reaction to what 
Verizon viewed as misleading media coverage of it security 
breaches and data theft. “We looked at what was being said in 
the media and it was a totally different story to what we were 
experiencing. so we went back to our caseload and developed 
a framework to produce statistics on data breaches that reflects 
what is really happening in the market.”

the project has developed to the point where the statistics 
are not based solely on Verizon’s caseload. additional data 
is supplied by a number of law enforcement agencies from 
the us secret service to the dutch hitech Crime unit. the 
data is shared anonymously and reported via a framework 
that enables a company to report a breach and then break 
that incident into four categories—agent (co-worker, hacker, 
partner, contractor); action (hacking, malware, social 
engineering); asset (intellectual property, personal data) and 
attribute (confidentiality, availability, integrity). 

External agents
“this framework enables you to do evidence-based risk 
management. rather than having general controls and 
nothing to prove, this framework gives very specific controls 
that address what is happening now. there are only so many 
combinations of these categories and that’s where you need to 
spend your money.”

one of the most noticeable trends that mr Van erck has 
seen in the last five years is a significant increase in the threats 
from external agents. “When we started collecting the data 
we saw that the vast majority of data breaches (70%) involved 
some kind of external agent. that was a big shock to us because 

everybody was telling us it was the internal agents.”
the disparity between internal and external agents has 

increased significantly since 2010 said mr Van erck, partly 
because of the addition of data supplied by law enforcement 
agencies that typically do not get involved when companies 
are hacked internally but more significantly because of the 
industrialisation of external attacks. “this does not mean that 
there have been fewer internal attacks. But there have been 
way, way more external attacks and that’s important to note.”

mr Van erck also regards the objectives of the attacks as a 
principle distinction. “most data breaches are after personally 
identifiable information (pii) like credit card details that you 
can easily turn into money. But there are also a vast number of 
breaches that go after intellectual property and classified data.” 

Threat profile
the threat profile for these two categories is totally different, 
said mr Van erck. the theft of intellectual property 
unsurprisingly involves more internal agents as inside help 
is often needed to locate the more valuable information and 
the collusion between external and internal agents is typically 
helped by bribery. 

the 2012 dBir also showed the first notable examples of 
hactivism which was responsible for 63% of stolen records, 
a higher percentage than organised crime. “hactivists really 
caused some damage, especially in the larger organisations,” 
said mr Van erck. 

in terms of how the data is being stolen the report 
identified two chief methods—malware and hacking. malware 
(malicious software) involves planting software on a device 
that steals credentials and passwords, creating a back door 
for the attacker that bypasses firewalls and security controls 
allowing them to come and go and send any stolen data to 
a third party. these three functionalities will typically be 

Breaches  
book

“most data breaches are after 
personally identifiable information 
(pii) like credit card details that 
you can easily turn into money. 
But there are also a vast number of 
breaches that go after intellectual 
property and classified data...”
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combined in one piece of malware. 
there is a clear similarity between malware and hacking. 

Both typically involve abuse of stolen credentials and, said 
mr Van erck, are often found together in a single breach 
when the target is pii. For more commercially sensitive data 
or intellectual property, there is less use of malware because 
it can be easy to detect on firewalls, it creates network traffic 
and makes a lot of cyber-based noise. instead the breaches will 
focus more on people than systems and involve more social 
engineering—coercing staff to unwittingly reveal security 
information and abusing access to company resources.

Difficulty ratings
the Verizon reports also examine the relative difficulty of cyber 
attacks. Low difficulty involves a tool that can be downloaded 
online and requires no configuration. 
medium difficulty refers to a tool that can be 
downloaded online but must be configured, 
while a high difficulty attack involves a 
tool that must be created and a previously 
unpublished vulnerability that must be 
discovered.

if a data breach is split into two stages—the 
initial intrusion into the company network 
and the eventual exit with the stolen data—
the Verizon data showed that 65% of the first 
stage of pii attacks were carried out at a low 
difficulty rating. similarly 50% of the second 
stage attacks were rated as low difficulty. 
the lower the difficulty, the less security is 
needed to defend against such attacks. But 
the opposite is also true, the attacks that are highly difficult to 
carry out are also difficult to defend against and herein lies the 
problem, said mr Van erck.

the Verizon report also showed that 80% of attacks were 
opportunistic rather than targeted campaigns. the report 
categorises such opportunistic attacks in two ways—those 
that scan the entire internet looking for an isolated flaw or 
those that identify a specific flaw, within a certain firewall 
for instance, and then search the internet for these flaws. 
the targeted attacks may be a much smaller proportion then 
the opportunistic but, said mr Van erck, they are far more 
successful. “they usually know what they are doing, more so 
than those just running a basic tool.”

When the data is applied specifically to larger organisations 
(those with over 1,000 employees), the results show that 
50% of attacks are targeted as opposed to 35% which are 
opportunistic. they are mainly a result of hactivism—a new 
finding compared to previous years’ studies. “these are large 
organisations that put their systems online and have known 
vulnerabilities and this is how they get hacked.”

the report also looks at the timespan of data breaches in 
terms of how long it takes to make the initial intrusion and 
how long it takes to find and leave with the stolen data. in 

the first instance, from initial attack to initial compromise, 
75% of incidents take place within minutes. in terms of data 
extraction, the majority still take place within minutes but it is 

a far smaller percentage (38%). 
the discovery and response times are also 

measured and this makes for more depressing 
reading. the time taken from compromise 
to discovery is typically measured in months 
(54%) or weeks (29%) and the same is true of 
the time taken from discovery to containment 
or restoration (32% take months and 38% 
take weeks). “to me, this is shocking,” said 
mr Van erck. the report also had statistics for 
notification of a data breach. of the 6,000 data 
breaches that were recorded in the us during 
2012, the average response time in terms of 
notification was 28 days. 

the reason that the time to detect 
attacks is so long is because in 92% of cases, 

companies are notified by a third party rather than discovering 
the breach themselves. For smaller organisations this 
notification typically comes from law enforcement agencies. 
For larger organisations there are normally internal controls 
that will identify a breach eventually but there normally has to 
be evidence of fraud before these internal controls are put into 
practice. Consequently 50% of large organisations are alerted 
by third parties and not by their own employees. 

Third parties
mr Van erck makes certain recommendations for large 
companies such as eliminating unnecessary data, evaluating 
the threat landscape, knowing where your data is (including 
mobile and remote devices) and meeting essential controls, 
all of which will help to keep out the majority of attacks. 
additionally companies should monitor and mine their event 
logs, something that far too many companies fail to do, said 
mr Van erck. “if your event log for a web server shows one 
megabyte one day and 10 megabytes the next, then you have a 
problem. these are simple measures but if you can detect that 
something is wrong before the perpetrators are able to act on it 
(stolen credit card details can take up two weeks), then you will 
save the company losing any money.” 

“the time taken from compromise 
to discovery is typically measured 
in months (54%) or weeks (29%) & 
the same is true of the time taken 
from discovery to containment  
or restoration (32% take months 
& 38% take weeks...”
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Chapter 4
IDENTIFICATION, MEASUREMENT & MANAGEMENT

Julia Graham of DLA Piper outlined her 
approach to managing cyber risk and why 
it is important to incorporate this new 
threat into an enterprise risk programme 
rather than manage it in isolation

T
he first risk manager to speak at the 
risk frontiers event was Julia graham, Chief 
risk officer at DLa piper, an anglo-american 
law firm that is the largest in the world. 
Consequently, ms graham has an extensive risk 

management brief that covers 80 offices in 32 countries. in 
addition to the size of DLa piper’s operations, there is also the 
nature of the business—law firms hold highly sensitive client 
information and are often a target for hacking and corporate 
espionage. 

as an advocate of enterprise risk, ms graham presented 
her views of cyber risk within this context, stressing that it 
cannot be managed in isolation. “enterprise risk is all about 
looking at risks together as a portfolio approach. risk issues 
concerned with technology or information can often be ring-
fenced by the it department but these issues touch everybody 
in a business. fortunately i have a chief information officer 
(Cio) who shares this information with me. i see effective risk 
management as a competitive advantage and a management 
discipline and i do not see why cyber risk should be different 
to any other risk.”

the accepted standards for risk management—iso 2001 
and iso 31000—contain frameworks and basic principles 
that are broadly related to the principles of risk management 
and include the proviso that risk should not be managed 
in silos. there is also a typical process for managing risk—
identification, analysis, mitigation and transfer—however, 
said ms graham, risk managers first and foremost have to 
understand the environment they are operating in. “many 
businesses do not do that, they just go straight into the 
process of risk assessment without really understanding the 
context.”

Client expectations
this shortfall in contextualising risk is just as evident in the 
management of cyber risk as with any other risk, said ms 
graham. there are certain sectors, such as financial services 
or the pharmaceutical industry, that take information security 
very seriously and expect the same standard of care from 
their counterparties when it comes to managing information, 
especially a contracted law firm. “i tell lawyers that they 
should understand these things because it is not a technology 
issue, it is a business issue. and i tell the it team that i expect 
our standards to be a lot higher than you would expect from 

another business of a similar size because of what we do and 
who we do it for.”

DLa piper has a team of lawyers and technicians who vet 
all of the client contracts and ensure that the firm does what 
it committed to, including a certain standard of information 
security. as well as meeting clients’ expectations, a high 
standard of it security is also a competitive advantage, said ms 
graham. “all things being equal, a potential client will pick 
you if you do it well.” 

attitudes to cyber risk and information security have 
changed in the last three years, said ms graham, partly 
because there is so much more information available on the 
subject. nevertheless, the great challenge for risk managers is 
to generate more interest in cyber risk from the board. this 
task was helped greatly, said ms graham, by the decision of 
the Uk government to issue a 10-point guide to cyber security 
aimed specifically at top level executives of the Uk’s largest 
companies. 

UK report findings
according to the Uk’s Department for Business, innovation 
and skills (Bis), which commissioned the report, too few 
company chief executives and chairs take a direct interest in 
protecting their businesses from cyber threats. Consequently 
the government insisted that the top chairmen and chief 
executives were present to hear the findings of the report in 
terms of cyber threats and to understand how to safeguard a 
company’s most valuable assets, such as personal data, online 
services and intellectual property.

according to ms graham, the event had an immediate 
impact. “our chairman does not like writing things down but 

Managing  
the risk

“the great challenge for  
risk managers is to generate  
more interest in cyber risk 
from the board. this task has 
been helped greatly by the Uk 
government’s 10-point guide to 
cyber security, aimed specifically 
at top level executives...”
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immediately after the meeting he wrote to the Ceo to ask 
what we were doing about cyber risk so it instantly put it in 
that boardroom domain. it got that board level buy-in because 
the message came from the very top and they heard it from a 
source they couldn’t argue with.”

in addition to applauding the way the Uk government 
targeted the top executives and ‘scared them to death’, ms 
graham also praised the content of the guidebook. “the 
guide explains cyber security in a way that senior managers 
can understand and that is important. there is a lot of 
information out there but it has to be summarised for the 
board. and if you follow these 10 steps then you will cover 
80% of the ground and the most effective elements are the 
ones that do not cost much.”

the approach suggested by the Bis is similar to that 
outlined by ms graham. to deal with cyber risk, DLa piper 
has established a governance advisory board that is headed 
by ms graham and includes marketing, 
hr, legal, it, information security and 
finance representatives, and reports to 
the executive. “our governance board 
is very wide because hr often has very 
sensitive personal data and finance 
holds a lot of sensitive client data 
because of anti-money laundering rules. 
and we don’t want our marketing to 
be unstructured or to develop a social 
media programme without some sort of 
structure. so information security is not 
just the job of the Cio, it’s much wider 
than that.”

Education element
there is also an education element to 
managing information security, said ms 
graham. the legal profession has seen a 
surge in the use of technology in recent 
years with electronic files replacing 
paper documents. employees are therefore taught the policies 
and processes behind DLa piper’s electronic file management 
system—from records retention to data deletion—and 
reminded that the policies and processes are broadly the 
same whether the data is in hard or soft copy, paper-based or 
electronic. “i think it is a very good example of enterprise risk 
because it is not just about technology, it is about what you 
are using the technology to do.”

it is also important to engage with suppliers and 
outsourcers to ensure that they are adopting similar principles 
and helping to meet clients’ expectations when it comes 
to addressing it security. increasingly clients are insisting 
on some level of certification or adoption of standards and 
while ms graham is supportive of frameworks such as iso 
27001 and the information security forum standard, and 
incorporates many of these principles into DLa piper’s risk 

management programme, these standards should not be seen 
as a substitute for risk management, either internally or by 
external suppliers.

“a lot of people make the mistake of thinking that if you 
have certification, then you must be doing a good job. i’m 
not necessarily convinced that is the case. it is not always 
enterprise-wide either in geography or business line. if you 
have certified the data centre that is used for a third of your 
business, what about the other third? and what about the data 
that sits outside of the data centre. so be careful that these 
benchmarks are not taken to be more than they should.”

No easy answers
Companies should also be wary of assuming that insurance is 
a substitute for risk management, said ms graham. “insurance 
is almost the place of last resort. You have to go through 
the whole process of risk management before you buy any 

insurance. Underwriters will expect 
this. We went through a proper risk 
assessment to look at our exposures to 
see what is already covered, what do 
we have insurance for, what is left and 
what is worth buying insurance for.”

it is not an easy process, 
acknowledged ms graham. Cyber 
risk knows no boundaries so for 
multinationals like DLa piper, the 
different and sometimes conflicting 
rules and practices in different 
jurisdictions have to be brought 
together because insurers will see cyber 
exposure as a single, global risk. But the 
most important process in completing 
an insurer’s application form is the fact 
that information must be written down, 
something that it departments are not 
always great at doing. “Underwriters 
will want to see evidence,” said ms 

graham.
the act of filling out an insurer’s application form can 

also be a good exercise in enterprise risk management in 
and of itself, in the same way that iso frameworks can be a 
useful exercise. But there is no substitute for solid and reliable 
internal risk management processes that can be applied to 
data breaches. 

“We structure all the data in our systems using risk 
categories for the type of breach and whether it resulted in 
an insured or uninsured loss. When there is an incident we 
see what effect it has on the profile of that risk category and 
then we apply that movement to the company as a whole so 
we can see how certain types of breaches can affect the risk 
profile of the company. it is a very dynamic tool applied in 
quite a simple way but we think it adds value and improves 
the business.”
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Chapter 5
IDENTIFICATION, MEASUREMENT & MANAGEMENT

Three risk managers covering the  
energy, financial services and logistics 
industries took part in a panel discussion 
to outline the major challenges they  
face when dealing with cyber risk and 
how their respective organisations are 
working to overcome them

K
athryn rauhut is a strategic advisor 
for the World institute for nuclear security 
(Wins), an international ngo established by 
the united nations to provide oversight of the 
use of radioactive materials in private sector 

energy facilities. in the private sector of the nuclear power 
industry, cyber risk is treated more as a security issue rather 
than as a safety issue and is one of the top risks. But, said 
Ms rauhut, progress at a senior executive level has not been 
easy. “it is difficult to communicate to boards that they are 
responsible for cyber risk. it is their liability.”

the incident at Fukushima in 2010 brought the issue 
of nuclear safety to the forefront and also led to a criminal 
investigation against the plant’s executives. But prior to that 
incident it would have been difficult to find a board member at 
a nuclear facility that felt they could be criminally liable, said 
Ms rauhut. “What we are trying to do is take security beyond 
the level of guards and guns and bring it to the boardroom to 
influence corporate decision-making and ensure that adequate 
investments are made.”

carl Leeman is the chief risk officer for Katoen natie, 
an international logistics company with 10,000 employees 
in 28 countries. Mr Leeman questions the use of big manuals 
and piles of paper on procedures when it comes to cyber risk. 
“What i do is walk around and take 
pictures and produce reports on what 
is wrong and what should be changed. 
i also make a complete analysis of the 
backups that we have and the external 
resources like firewalls. What i see is 
there are people trying to get into our 
systems on a daily basis so we have 
firewalls that work on different levels.”

Key logging
the company also monitors incoming 
emails. an external provider performs 
an initial check, then the company 
does a second check followed by a third 
check at the Pc level. the company also 

works heavily on assessing the backup of data. Most locations 
are mirrored to other locations to ensure data availability in 
the event of a breach or major outage. the challenge, though, 
said Mr Leeman, was finding a balance between providing 
adequate backup and having data too widely distributed. 

despite all these measures and layers of protection, 
incidents will still happen, as Mr Leeman illustrated by 
describing a recent case of container thefts caused by the use 
of key logging, where devices are tagged onto Pcs and are 
then able to pick up any data sent from the device as well as 
passwords and user codes. “these companies had an intrusion 
during the night but nothing was stolen. instead these devices 
were added. so you really have to work on these practical issues 
and convince people that the risks are there because your 
reputation is at stake when your data is in the hands of other 
people.”

Online threats
Fortunately, said Mr Leeman, he has the support of his board. 
the same is true for financial institutions added henk Briers, 
Business continuity Manager for ing BeLux, the Belgian 
branch of the dutch commercial bank. cyber risk has become 
an especially important issue for the bank in the last few years, 
ever since it took the decision to change from a traditional 
high street bank to one that is far more active online. 

“the people who have set up the it systems to support 
all of these internet functions are well aware of cybercrime 
and other information risks and the information risk team 

has become a little kingdom of its 
own within the company. it is strong, 
well represented and able to put a lot 
of pressure on all it developments to 
make sure that continuity is guaranteed, 
that disaster recovery solutions are in 
place and, most importantly, that the 
confidentiality of data is assured,” said 
Mr Briers.

ing also employs a third party 
information security services firm to 
advise on security strategy and provide 
specialised software which can be 
applied to incoming internet traffic. 
“everything is screened and as soon as 
anything unusual or strange is detected, 

Putting theory 
into practice
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it will not get into the system,” said Mr Briers. “the services 
and products are very costly but they are one of the most 
effective ways to keep problems out of your systems.”

despite the resources spent on ensuring information 
security within the firm, ing is largely powerless in preventing 
one of the most common problems in the retail banking 
industry—phishing. this malicious phenomenon involves 
sending emails to individuals purporting to be from a bank in a 
bid to elicit that individual’s banking details or other sensitive 
personal data. often the emails are followed up by a phone 
call where the perpetrators try to extract more information, 
keeping the unfortunate victim on the phone while they 
empty their bank account. 

“it is something that banks are analysing but it is very 
difficult to counter because the perpetrators abuse people’s 
confidence in their banks and they believe that is where 
the information is coming from and that the website is the 
bank’s and not a copy that allows ‘phishers’ to take all of your 
information and execute a transaction in your name on our 
system.”

Reputational risk
While the direct financial loss may be that of the bank’s 
client, the bank also suffers from the crime, not least through 
association and reputation. Phishing does not necessarily 
involve an information security breach or a vulnerability 
within the bank’s own systems but customers will still associate 
the banks with the problem, even if the banks can take some 
comfort that ‘phishing’ is a problem that affects them all in 
every country.

the issue of liability was also raised during this panel 
discussion by a delegate that cited the example of us clothing 
retailer tJ Maxx which suffered an enormous data breach in 
2007 that exposed the details of 47 million credit cards. the 
problem was dealt with and the necessary fines were paid but 
shortly afterwards a derivative shareholder action was filed 
alleging that the issue of cyber risk had been raised at the 
prior year’s agM and the company had assured shareholders 
that it had taken adequate measures through internal risk 
management and insurance to mitigate these risks. the 
shareholders’ action was successful, blowing a hole through the 
retailer’s directors & officers policy and, in turn, triggering a 
legal action from tJ Maxx against its broker, arguing that it was 
the broker’s responsibility to educate its client regarding any 

gaps in its insurance coverage relating to cyber risks.
For Ms rauhut this case of ever-shifting blame and liability 

underlines the importance of establishing a reasonable 
standard of expectation among all relevant parties when it 
comes to the issue of cyber risks. “the threat landscape is way 
too large and we can never eliminate the risk so it is about risk 
management. the first question that we will be asked is what 
could have been done to prevent an incident. the second 
question we will be asked is whether reasonable measures 
were taken to prevent an incident. and lastly we will be asked 
who is responsible. What we are advocating at the Wins is 
a standard of reasonable expectation. so you need to look at 
the expectations of your clients, your shareholders and your 
business counterparties and ask if they are reasonable. if they 
are, then you have established a duty of care and you must 
comply with them.”

Trickle down effect
the importance of the supply chain when addressing cyber risk 
and its liability was also raised by Mr Leeman who argued that 
the sheer extent of cyber risk bestows an obligation on larger 
companies to assist small and medium enterprises in managing 
these exposures. “i have no doubt that large companies have 
big cyber risks, they work on them extensively and they 
have the best technology. But these risks also affect smaller 
companies and they are often the targets of cyber attacks as 
well. i think it is the moral duty of all the larger companies to 
assist their smaller service providers in protecting them against 
cyber risks. so there is a big job for the professional associations 
and large companies to assist the sMes in this whole debate.”

“i have no doubt that large 
companies have big cyber  
risks, they work on them 
extensively and they have the  
best technology. But these risks 
also affect smaller companies  
and they are often the targets 
of cyber attacks as well...”
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Chapter 6
risk transfer

Neil Robinson of RAND Corporation 
presented an academic analysis of this 
fledgling market along with some ideas 
for public policy to create a more effective 
market for insurers and insureds alike

I
n June 2012 independent 
think tank RAnd europe 
published a report entitled 
Incentives and Barriers For 
The Cyber Insurance Market. 

the report was commissioned by the 
european network and information 
Security Agency (enisa) which is itself 
carrying out research on cyber risk for 
the european Commission and was 
responsible for a report in July 2012 that 
called on the industry to develop a cyber 
security strategy.

the report examined existing 
academic research into cyber 
insurance—peer-reviewed journals, 
computer science literature and economic models—to see if 
the theory matched the reality, said neil Robinson, Research 
Leader at RAnd europe.

the research highlighted three main issues. the first of 
these was ‘information asymmetry’ between the buyers and 
sellers of cyber insurance and the access both sides have to 
information concerning the cyber insurance market. the 
second area of examination was ‘moral hazard’ and whether 
the purchase of cyber insurance acts as a disincentive for 
companies to act responsibly. the third and final issue was 
‘adverse selection’ and focused on whether information 
asymmetry means that both insurers and insureds are unable 
to create an efficient marketplace.

Serious approach
the establishment of a robust cyber insurance market has 
been seen as the holy grail of information security, said Mr 
Robinson. “if we are able to crack cyber insurance, then it 
would encourage firms to take information security more 
seriously and to spend more money on the discipline.”

the first issue that Mr Robinson’s research addressed was 
the lack of robust actuarial data available. Many of the most 
popular studies and surveys around information security are 
produced by various security service providers with vested 
interests and an incentive to paint a pessimistic picture of the 
security landscape in order to market their services. there are 
also notable challenges with criminal justice statistics around 
cyber security and a disparity between the statistics reported by 

the private sector and those that come 
from law enforcement agencies. 

the research also highlighted 
uncertainty about exactly what is 
being insured. “this comes back to 
the issue of definitions and the fact 
that practitioners, operations people, 
incident response teams and law 
enforcement all have difficulty grasping 
exactly what it is we are talking about,” 
said Mr Robinson. 

the Council of europe’s 2001 
Convention defines cyber attacks 
as those against the confidentiality, 
availability and integrity of information. 
However, more than 10 years on, does 

the term cyber attack more commonly refer to fraud, such as 
‘phishing’ or intellectual property theft? Or, are there yet more 
categories of cyber attacks that remain unclassified because the 
incidents have not been disclosed by companies?

Technological drivers
the third point refers to the effect of technological 
developments and the extent to which they are driving 
fluctuations in risk. the increasing use of mobile devices 
increases vulnerability while cloud-computing and outsourcing 
raises interesting questions about the ability of a data 
controller to meet their data protection obligations and the 
role that insurance can play in these arrangements. 

the report also examined the lack of an upper limit on 
losses that stem from the uncertainty over definition, said Mr 
Robinson. “For example, to what extent would a company 
seeking insurance consider that they may be exposed to a 
politically or ideologically motivated or hactivist attack, and 
what would the limit on these losses be? it is an argument that 
we also see in terrorism risk and insurance.”

Another issue is the efficacy of measures and the debate 
about what actually constitutes good it security. is it better 
to build a defence based on embedding integrated security 
measures into the network rather than just spending money on 
anti-virus and intrusion detection systems? “i think insurance 
has a role to play if we are actually ever able to determine what 
works best,” said Mr Robinson.  

the final issue that the report addressed was the perception 

An analysis  
of the cyber  
insurance market
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of the adequacy of existing insurance coverage, specifically 
with regard to commercial general liability (CGL) and directors 
& Officers (d&O) policies. “there is some uncertainty among 
insureds that think they are covered but the insurer tells them 
there is an exclusion and they are not covered.”

After identifying these issues, the report’s objective was to 
investigate how public policy could help to create the right 
framework and incentives for a more effective cyber insurance 
market. two main principles were proposed: the first being 
subjective rationality and the way in which the deployment 
of more efficient security measures may improve a company’s 
bottom line; the second being substantial rationality and the 
idea that applying these measures will in turn create a more 
active market for secure technology and a virtuous circle.  

in addition to looking at the general incentives for firms 
to increase their it security, the report also examined the 
role that the insurance industry could play. “perhaps there is 
an opportunity for the underwriting community to be more 
involved with how it security standards are set up,” said Mr 
Robinson. He referred to the isaca standard COBit 5.0 as 
well as the iSO suite of standards and other developments in 
specific domains such as the guidance around best practice 
produced by the Cloud Security Alliance. Another point related 
to the certification of it products and where public policy 
could intervene, such as the establishment of Kitemarks. 

the report also looked at the wider benefits of insurance. 
“insurance is another area that policy makers can highlight as 
an example of where companies have found an effective and 
efficient way to look at security instead of pushing it to the 
bottom of the pile because it is a cost. Cyber insurance should 
be one of those things that companies spend money on but 
hope to never see it realised. it will cost a lot more money to 
rectify the situation.”

The way forward
Amid all the research, Mr Robinson presented a number of 
avenues for further consideration. the first of these suggestions 
was to enhance the empirical evidence that exists around the 
use of different cyber insurance products so that it is possible 
to determine market size and to determine whether the 
assumptions around the coverage of existing policies hold true. 
“that would be a useful exercise to inform public policy,” said 
Mr Robinson.

the second suggestion was around the issue of breach 
notification. “it is instructive to compare the experience in the 
uS and europe and the avenues for collective redress that exist 
in the uS but not necessarily in europe,” said Mr Robinson. 
With the european Commission currently looking at recasting 
the data protection directive—which will include the rules 
around notification—there is an opportunity for those rules to 
be further strengthened by considering actions for collective 
redress. “i recognise that it is a complex topic that requires 
navigating the different legal systems across europe but this 
appears to be indicative of the difference between the uS and 
europe in respect to breach notification regimes. 

Pragmatically
Another practical step that could be considered, said Mr 
Robinson, is the creation of frameworks for valuing intangible 
information, especially for information service providers like 
social networking sites that operate purely in cyberspace and 
rely heavily on intellectual property. While there are patents 
and trademarks and other tangible assets that can be valued, 
this is not the case for much of the information used by these 
services. “this goes back to the point that insurance is an 
information-based market and the importance of avoiding 
information asymmetry,” said Mr Robinson.

A final suggestion made by the RAnd report refers to cyber 
attacks, such as acts of terrorism, and the role of reinsurance 
and state-sponsored insurance funds. “Again this would need 
to be carefully defined if we are to involve the government 
as insurer of last resort. But we increasingly see state-on-state 
attacks such as the Stuxnet virus and i think we have  
to consider the extent to which the government would be  
able to support any organisations affected by those kind of 
cyber attacks.”

“there is some uncertainty  
among insureds that think they  
are covered but the insurer tells 
them there is an exclusion and 
they are not covered...”
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Chapter 7
risk transfer

Insurers were given an opportunity to 
address the Risk Frontiers—Cyber Risk 
seminar delegates and outline the key 
elements of cyber liability coverage as  
well as inform risk managers of the 
additional services and benefits they 
should look for in a policy

R
isk managers have become increasingly 
aware and concerned about cyber risk in recent 
years but there is a feeling among many that 
the insurance market has not moved at the 
same pace. The most recent risk Frontiers 

survey conducted by Commercial Risk Europe contained 
several pointed references to the cyber insurance market from 
disgruntled risk managers, such as sabine segor, risk manager 
of clothing retailer hugo boss. she commented that “while the 
insurance market has come up with new products for these 
risks, the solutions available appear inadequate to cover the 
potential damage.”

klaus grothe of austrian energy company andritz 
suggested that from a loss prevention philosophy, cyber risk 
is not really a risk that should be insured at all. “if you have 
a cyber risk problem, you are already in trouble and cannot 
operate. Therefore insurance is the last line of defence. and 
if you look at cyber risk as something that destroys your 
reputation, i am not sure that €15 million in advertising spend 
is enough to cope with this sort of damage.”

other risk managers are more receptive to the idea of cyber 
insurance, however they find that the products available do 
not fully meet their needs. François malin, Director of risk 
management at property group nexity in France, complained 
that all too often cyber risk policies in europe are translations 
of Us policies with high deductibles and are therefore not 
suitable for the european market. 

and yvon colleu, head of risk management at bouygues 
in France, felt that the products available in the market are 

only partial solutions.  “The guarantees are limited and the 
response of the market has not been very satisfactory but it is a 
situation that changes and with the lack of historical statistics, 
we can understand why insurers have not come up with the 
perfect solution for cyber risks.”

given these attitudes among risk managers, it is clear to 
insurers that they have a lot of work to do to explain what 
their cyber insurance products are designed to do and where 
the coverage starts and ends. “What we are really talking about 
is cyber insurance that is designed to respond to the unwanted 
disclosure of confidential information and the liability that 
is involved,” said Tracie grella, global Professional & cyber 
liability manager at aig. The coverage is typically a suite of 
policies or modules designed to cover the costs of managing 
the liabilities.

The coverage starts with the data breach itself, explained 
ms grella. after the initial discovery, forensic experts must 
be hired to look at the system and ascertain what data was 
disclosed, a process that could take several days or weeks. once 
the forensic process is completed, insureds can then determine 
whether there is a need to notify authorities or individuals and 
most insurance policies will cover these costs. ongoing credit 
or identity monitoring may also be required and then there are 
the defence costs from any legal action, the costs of restoring 
the data and the loss of income a company may suffer as a 
result of the breach including coverage for cyber extortion, all 
of which can be covered by policies if selected.

Reputation risk
What is less clear is the extent to which cyber insurance 
policies can cover a loss of reputation. “it’s one area where 
you’re not going to get a lot of coverage under the policy,” said 
ms grella. most cyber security policies provide for the cost of 
hiring a public relations firm but, as ms grella acknowledged, 
this may not be enough to cover a large breach.  according 
to statistics from the Us-based Ponemon institute, a data 
breach can cause a company to lose between 17% and 31% of 
its brand value so the costs could be significant. “reputation 
risk is something that the industry is beginning to look at as a 
separate area of insurance.”

luke Foord-kelcey, head of the cTm Practice at JlT 
speciality, was able to give a brokers’ perspective on the cyber 
insurance market. he estimated that there are approximately 
12 different insurable risks that could be considered as cyber 

The insurers’ 
perspective

“What we are really talking  
about is cyber insurance that 
is designed to respond to 
the unwanted disclosure of 
confidential information and 
the liability that is involved...”
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risks and most insurance policies will include a combination 
of these risks rather than offering coverage for all of them. 
but there is also a lot of confusion among risk managers, 
something which the broking community must bear some 
responsibility for, said mr Foord-kelcey. 

“brokers see an opportunity here and they are pushing 
a product they do not fully understand yet. cyber risk is 
much broader than a breach of privacy. There are denial of 
service attacks, the transfer of malware, cyber extortion, cyber 
terrorism and various other headings on the first and third 
party side.” it is also difficult to separate third party liability 
from first party loss and dangerous to isolate cyber risks from 
other intangible risks, said mr Foord-kelcey. “if for example, 
you are a magazine publisher that publishes in hard copy and 
online, if you infringe copyright online it is considered a cyber 
loss but if you make the same infringement in hard copy, it 
is not a cyber loss. so i think insurers need to consider the 
broader intangible risk landscape.”

according to Jamie bouloux, specialist cyber manager at 
aig, the most interesting aspect of launching the insurer’s 
cyber insurance product across europe has been the local 
differences. “What is a concern for somebody in the Uk is not 
necessarily the same concern for somebody in belgium. so we 
have taken a Us model and translated it for each european 
country so that brokers can start selling them and the client 
can actually understand what they’re buying.”

Commoditised products
The idea of tailoring cyber insurance to specific client needs 
was expanded on by malcolm randles, Underwriter, enterprise 
risks 510, kiln—a lloyd’s insurer. “cyber risk is often spoken 
of in reference to large companies and the cases referenced 
involve large breaches at large companies but the sme market 
is a huge consumer of commoditised products and cyber 
insurance has got to the point now where it is a commodity 
product that is available off the shelf. so the risk manager at 
hugo boss that feels there is not a solution to fit her business 
should be engaging with her broker for that very reason.” 

mr randles was also somewhat dismissive of the concern 
over regulatory changes, specifically the recasting of the Data 
Protection Directive referred to by nicolas Dubois earlier in 
the day, given that technology moves so much quicker than 
legislation. “in 36 months’ time we anticipate the european 
Parliament telling us that there is now a new framework within 

which we must manage data. but think where apple will be in 
terms of technology in that time. The iPad may be redundant 
by then. so regulation does not keep me awake at night. 
The two issues that do give me sleepless nights are the pace 
of technology development and the increase in cybercrime 
activity (identity theft now brings in more than €80 billion 
in the Us). so both crime and technology are moving quicker 
than we can.”

a third issue that concerns mr randles is the lack of 
understanding among general consumers over the term ‘cyber’. 
“it is a misnomer. cyber was a catchy way to give this product 
a name but now it unfortunately creates confusion.” This 
confusion is evident when an entity suffers a cyber attack that 
brings the entire business down. “We are all moving away from 
bricks and mortar and moving everything online. and we are 
putting data into an environment that is beyond our control. 
you could call the event a contingent business interruption or 
a non-physical property damage or a variety of other titles but 
the bottom line is that it is a business interruption as a result of 
the compromise of intangible assets, whether that be through a 
mechanical fault, internal negligence or an external threat.”

Limited capacity
The london insurance market is developing products to 
cover these risks, said mr randles, although he accepted that 
capacity is still limited in terms of the sums available to cover 
specific risks. “What risk managers need to understand is that 
the insurance market needs to get comfortable with these 
risks to allocate the capacity and to do that we need to have 
intelligence.”

The Us may be the forerunner in the cyber insurance 
market but, according to ms grella, the market is going to 
develop much more quickly in europe than it did in the Us 
where policies have been written since 1999. “it’s taken a very 
long time to get where it is—a robust market with more than 
50 carriers. it is still developing and that certainly adds to the 
confusion. The policy forms are not standardised and nor are 
the policies themselves so brokers need to stay on top of that.”

risk managers voiced their response to the insurers. Dla 
Piper’s Julia graham said insurers face a challenge to translate 
their ‘products’ into scenario-based solutions. “What is missing 
is the clear articulation of what will be covered.” This is 
particularly important in terms of getting more involvement 
from senior executives, said ms graham. “boards struggle to 
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understand cyber insurance as a product. if it was sold as a 
solution that modelled scenarios, that would be very helpful.”

“i think we do already offer solutions rather than 
products,” countered mr bouloux. “We are looking at cyber 
risk holistically and we are looking at developments like cloud 
computing and mobile technology. The cloud introduces some 
interesting issues around liability, such as when a european 
company suffers a breach when its data is held in a cloud 
based in the Us, and we are offering a solution that covers that 
exposure. so we have to make sure that we understand what 
the risks to our clients are, even the small clients that hold 
their data in the cloud, and make sure that we’re indemnifying 
against those risks.”

Existing coverage
While there is a need for insurers to develop new products 
for new risks, it is important to remember the extent of 
coverage in existing general liability and professional liability 
policies, said mr randles. To illustrate this point as well as 
once again air his frustration at the slow pace of regulatory 
change, mr randles used the example of breach notification, 
pointing out that in many eU member states, such as the 
Uk, consumers have a contractual relationship with their 
providers (otherwise known as terms and conditions). and in 
the event of a data breach, they would be able to pursue banks, 
insurance companies, retailers and other service providers on 
an individual basis for the breach of their professional liability 
as laid out in the terms and conditions. “This is a fundamental 
point that is often forgotten through this entire process.”

but despite the broad coverage that may exist in liability 
policies, the vast majority of them will only pay out should the 
trigger be negligence on behalf of the insured, something that 
is seldom the case with cyber attacks. “look at your definitions 
and look at your exclusions. That is one of the reasons why 
cyber risk has become an enormous add-on,” mr randles said. 

The idea of cyber insurance as an add-on to existing 
coverage may well be more popular in europe than the Us, said 
mr Foord-kelcey. “The buying style in the Us is to purchase 
stand-alone coverage but i think the cyber insurance market 

will evolve differently in europe where there is more demand 
for cyber insurance to be part of existing products. in the last 
few years the classic response from the bosses of the insurance 
buyers has been that they do not have the resources for 
another line of insurance.”

This comment was met with some opposition from the risk 
managers in the audience. ms graham of Dla Piper strongly 
disagreed with buying cyber insurance only as an add-on and 
not as stand-alone policies, especially for a company with 
operations in the Us where malpractice insurance is much 
harder to come by. “are you really suggesting that you want 
firms to potentially erode their coverage where they may need 
it for something else? i know there are ways round a lack of 
coverage but it is a big statement to make and i think you have 
to go down that route with great care.”

in many ways the great challenge facing insurers is the fact 
that many risk managers are aware they need greater insurance 
coverage but they do not wish to pay more for it. “as insurance 
companies we have to look at the exposures in europe and 
make sure we are realistic about our pricing,” said mr bouloux. 
“i’ve seen a lot of kick-back on the pricing model that we’ve 
had in europe and i’m just trying to make sure that we are able 
to localise the pricing and be in the place we need to be for our 
insurers and our clients.”

“looking at cyber risk 
holistically and we are looking 
at developments like cloud 
computing and mobile technology. 
The cloud introduces some 
interesting issues around liability, 
such as when a european company 
suffers a breach when its data is 
held in a cloud based in the Us...”
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Chapter 8
risk transfer

Kevin Kalinich presented a broker’s 
view of the cyber insurance coverage 
available and how the gaps can be filled 
while Robert Jones and Michael Kamps 
presented a view of comparisons and 
contrasts in the US and European markets 

F
or insurers the big difference between 
cyber risk and other traditional lines of insurance 
is the lack of actuarial data, said Kevin Kalinich, 
global Practice Leader, cyber insurance for Aon 
risk solutions. “there is 40 years of data on the 

use of sprinklers and they can calculate the extent to which 
your losses will be reduced when you implement these things. 
but they don’t have that history of data for cyber risk and 
information security. in fact they don’t even have five minutes 
of actuarial data if you consider the rate of technology 
evolution.”

the rate of evolution in europe’s cyber insurance market 
is not quite as quick. According to Mr Kalinich, there are 11 
carriers that claim to write cyber insurance policies. however, 
only four of them were able to produce their policy forms, 
suggesting that not all 11 are as committed to the cyber 
insurance market as they may appear to be. but rather than 
comparing the standard forms to see which suits them best, 
insurance buyers should instead dictate to the market, said 
Mr Kalinich. “from the outset you should tell them what the 
exposures are for your particular entity and the coverage that 
you need.”

for risk managers to get an idea of how technology is 
developing, the best method may be to hire a 13-year-old, 
suggested Mr Kalinich. “Just watch what they do all day with 
their computers and their twitter account and you’ll get a good 
idea of where the global economy is going.” while this might 
seem a flippant point, the fact is that there has been more data 
created and aggregated in the last three years than in the entire 
history of mankind. And new ways of operating, from cloud 
computing to mobile devices, are creating more complexity in 

terms of deciding liability in a cyber event. 
“if there’s a data breach involving a smartphone, who is 

liable? is it the phone manufacturer? the third party provider 
of the application? the developer of the operating system? or 
the telco that’s providing the network? All of these different 
issues have to be sorted out because right now everybody in 
this chain is being sued,” said Mr Kalinich.

not all developments in the cyber world are happening at a 
hyper accelerated pace though. “i’m disheartened to hear that 
the european commission’s new rules on data protection will 
not come into force until 2015/2016. we had data breaches 
in the us 10 years ago but to develop the insurance market 
we needed three things to happen—laws on mandatory 
notification; some catastrophic losses; and some cases that 
showed traditional insurance was not designed for network 
security issues.”

Existing coverage
there is some coverage under existing policies, said Mr 
Kalinich. it is theoretically possible to cover the majority of 
third party liability issues from data breaches under a large Pi 
policy but this depends on the risk appetite of the company, 
the nature of its business and the willingness to possibly erode 
the limits of your existing Pi policy. 

there is also a risk that by sticking with existing policies, 
companies may wrongly assume they are covered for cyber-
related events, said Mr Kalinich. “insurance companies are 
going back to their general liability and crime policies and 
amending them so that it is absolutely clear they were not 
intended to cover data breaches or network security.”

this has been shown in several cases in the us where a data 
breach has taken the insurer and the insured to a courtroom. 
for example, the sony Playstation data breach where their 
general liability insurer alleged that it not only told sony that 
breaches were not covered under its general liability policy, 
it also told sony it needed to buy separate cover for cyber 
liability. 

or the case of the university of utah, which suffered 
a breach when a third party storage provider lost backup 
tapes containing patients’ medical records. not only is the 
university suing the storage provider (Perpetual storage), it is 
also suing the insurer (colorado casualty) for not including it 

Plugging 
the gaps

“hire a 13-year-old—just watch 
what they do all day with their 
computers and their twitter 
account and you’ll get a good  
idea of where the global 
economy is going...”
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in the general liability policy and also suing its broker for not 
advising it to take out a separate policy. 

the limits provided by european insurers are less than 
those in the us but, said Mr Kalinich, it is still possible to get 
coverage of more than €200 million by going to multiple 
insurers. the cost of coverage ranges from €5,000 to €25,000 
per million euros of coverage, depending on the revenue of 
the company and the scope of its business. Payment processors 
or entities that hold a lot of data will be near the high end in 
terms of cost while entities like manufacturers that do not hold 
critical data will be able to get cheaper coverage. And in terms 
of retentions, small and medium enterprises will also be able 
to get retentions of €50,000 to €100,000 or lower. in packaged 
policies, these retentions can range between €10,000 and 
€25,000 for a €1 million limit policy.

one of the biggest lessons learnt from the experience of the 
us market, said Mr Kalinich, is the importance of retroactive 
dates. “every entity has a combination of legacy systems that 
have been in place for 10, 20 or 50 years and new systems 
that were put in yesterday. if you look at the wording of the 
policies, many of them will only cover wrongful acts or systems 
at the time of the policy agreement and that potentially 
eliminates almost all of your exposure. so it is important to 
negotiate a retroactive date as far back as possible otherwise 
you are taking a huge risk in terms of the vulnerability of your 
systems.”

US experience and EU expectations
the differences between the us and european cyber insurance 
markets were explored in more depth by robert Jones, global 
head of speciality claims, Aig, and Michael Kamps, Partner 
at german law firm cMs hasche sigle. the main difference 
relates to the requirement for mandatory notification in the 
event of a data breach. 

in the us, 46 states currently have such a requirement. 
the response time varies across states from 45 days to five days 
for any healthcare institution in california. other regulators 
want to go further than mandatory notification. in 2011 the 
securities and exchange commission (sec), which regulates 
the us capital markets, issued guidance calling on companies 
to include statements about their management of cyber risk 
issues in their annual reports. the sec has since written 
directly to a number of companies such as Amazon and google 
to insist that their future filings recognise any data breaches 
the companies have experienced. 

According to Mr Jones, this is indicative of the seriousness 
with which us authorities are treating the issue of cyber risk.  
“obama’s government has made cyber risk a priority.” but 
unfortunately politics has got in the way of these ambitions. 
“over 30 bills have been proposed and none have passed.” 
some have been controversial, said Mr Jones, but many of the 
proposed measures such as prescriptive reasonable standards to 
guard networks would give more protection in lawsuits. 

by contrast, europe currently relies on voluntary 
notification, except in certain sectors (like telecoms) and 
in certain countries (like germany), which brought the 
presentation onto the issue of disclosure as a choice or a 
requirement and the impact on reputation. in the financial 
services sector, 76% of customers will close their accounts if 
their information is exposed in a breach. 

in terms of risk transfer trends, 25% of us companies have 
currently partnered with insurance carriers to get cyber risk 
coverage. Although this is a low percentage, it is still higher 
than in europe. “we hope this number grows and we hope 
it grows quickly in europe as well,” said Mr Jones. given the 
different rates of insurance usage, where there is some claims 
experience in the us to draw upon, it is more a case of claims 
expectation in europe.

“we have seen a steady increase in claims activity of 
about 5% in the year to date,” said Mr Jones. “And this 
is seemingly to do with notification requirements being 
employed, advertised and followed. the claims reporting has 
also increased and is happening sooner than before. Previously 
people felt there was a stigma about having had a breach and 
did not want people to know or the insurance company to 
know but that has changed significantly and they realise that 
they are not alone.”

By the numbers
the cost of a breach has also increased both per record ($214 
and a 9.2% annual increase) and per company ($7.2 million 
and a 9.8% annual increase). And in terms of litigation the 
average settlement is $1 million although, said Mr Jones, there 
have been claims where either the settlement or the regulatory 
fine has exceeded $20 million. 

there are few comparable statistics available in europe 
where the majority of action has been around regulatory 
penalties and administrative fines rather than class action 
suits. but with new eu regulation around data protection to 
be introduced in the next few years, the cost of fines should 
increase dramatically, said Mr Kamps. “we do not yet have 
the significant sums that there are in the us, however it is my 
impression that we have a comparable danger of reputational 
damage and comparable costs in terms of the technology to 
deal with or detect data breaches.”

“it is important to negotiate a 
retroactive date as far back as 
possible otherwise you are taking a 
huge risk in terms of the 
vulnerability of your systems...”
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Chapter 9
THE WAY FORWARD

The final session of the day allowed risk 
managers to put forward their ideas as to 
how the cyber insurance market should 
develop to best meet their needs

T
he conference ended with three  
Belgian risk managers outlining their  
thoughts on designing an insurance programme 
to cover their cyber exposures and what  
the insurance industry could be doing to  

make this task more manageable. 
for Johan willaert, risk Manager AGfA Gevaert, cyber risk 

brings to mind the russian matryoshka dolls. “the more you 
open the dolls, the more you find inside.” the multi-faceted 
nature of cyber risk creates difficulties in defining exactly what 
it is, said Mr willaert, although launching a cyber insurance 
programme means going through the same steps as any 
other, starting with the needs of the company. “we sell it 
services so it is a very important part. You also have to look at 
what exposures are already covered under existing insurance 
programmes. we have some coverage in our professional 
indemnity, kidnap and ransom and crime coverage so our 
focus is mainly on third party liability.”

the problem that Mr willaert has found is that the Pi 
policy only provides coverage where there is liability. “So it 
would make things easier for me if we could find a way to get 
rid of the notion of liability. if you take hacking as an example, 
i have done everything possible to protect the company. i am 
not responsible and i am not liable. So if the trigger could be 
based on the damages to third parties and not on my liability, 
that would be much easier for me.” 

hugo Van impe, risk Manager at Belgian financial 
institution KBc, agreed with Mr willaert that any insurance 
coverage has to match the risks that a company faced and 
admitted that cyber risk is the most difficult to assess and is 
more complicated now than it was when it first emerged. “As 
an insurance buyer you have to know what risks are particular 
to your company but you cannot do this on your own. You 

have to ask for help from the it department, the information 
risk manager and any other specialists in the company so that 
when you talk to an insurer about risk transfer, you can make 
the programme as tailor-made as possible.”

More insurance companies are developing new products 
for cyber risk but the industry has always viewed insurance as 
a sausage that can be cut into slices with a separate insurance 
product for each slice, said Mr willaert. the problem for many 
insurance buyers though is that they cannot afford a new 
stand-alone policy. “it would be good to have a stand-alone 
programme for cyber risk but i don’t have the budget for that. 
As a financial institution i pay huge premiums for crime, 
liability and d&o so i think it’s impossible to pay for a stand-
alone policy with huge capacity just for cyber risks, especially 
when part of the risk is already covered in my existing standard 
policies.”

Capacity concerns
Mr Van impe was also concerned about the capacity available 
in any additional new cover. “Business interruption is my 
biggest risk where we have to shut down our main frame 
because a hacker has contaminated our systems. As a bank, 
if we can no longer hedge our positions because the dealing 
room is unable to trade, we could end the day with huge losses. 
Until now there was some minor capacity available and only a 
few insurers would be prepared to go beyond that. But what’s 
the point of having an insurance programme with a capacity of 
€20–30 million because it would just be window dressing and i 
would be better off retaining the risk in-house.”

According to Gaëten Lefevre, cMi risk Manager and 
President of Belrim, Belgium’s risk management association, 
the Belgian market could be considered as a laboratory for 
the developing cyber insurance industry. “i think we can help 
the insurance companies to find the right solutions for our 
business. i see three areas of exposure—data confidentiality, 
data integrity and availability—and two possible solutions 
in terms of insurance—third party liability and first party 
coverage in terms of business interruption. And given the 
choice, i would prefer to be covered for catastrophic cases 
rather than day-to-day breaches and i would prefer better 
coverage and capacity with high deductibles rather than small 
limits but more retention.”

for third party coverage the demand is likely to be driven 
by regulation and their contractual obligations to companies 
that want to see evidence of cyber liability insurance from 
their counterparties. “At the moment we are able to solve the 

Slicing the cyber  
insurance sausage

“we should find a way to get rid 
of the notion of liability. take 
hacking as an example, if i have 
done everything possible to  
protect the company then i am  
not responsible and i am not 
liable. the trigger could be based 
on the damages to third parties...”
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problem with a combination of Pi, crime and K&r coverage 
but companies from north America are more demanding in 
this area and have regulation that goes further than what 
we have in europe,” said Mr willaert. “So next year i will 
need to have broader coverage under the umbrella of cyber 
and a certificate to go with it so that i can meet my tender 
requirements, even if that coverage is essentially window 
dressing.”

the debate returned inevitably back to the concept of 
the insurance ‘sausage’ and the accusation that the insurance 
industry has a propensity to unnecessarily slice up this sausage 
into separate products as a way to generate more premiums. 
in the defence of the insurers, Aon’s Kevin Kalinich said 
that when you look at the long-standing general liability 
or crime policies, neither the insurer nor the insured could 
have envisaged how information and technology would 
have developed in that time or that a crime policy would be 
intended to cover data breaches or privacy information. “ten 
years ago there was no twitter, Google or facebook, there was 
no social media and no cloud computing and there was no way 
insurers could have contemplated at the time they were writing 
the policies that data should be included in the coverage.”

Premium pains
nevertheless new technology brings new risks and the 
insurance industry cannot expect to create a new product 
for every new technology that develops. “My view is that 
we should be able to adapt the insurance cover we already 
have,” said Mr Van impe. “i am working in an international 
company and we have to be compliant with local legislation 
wherever we operate. And every time we add a new insurance 
policy we have to issue the policy in every country we operate 
in and new invoices have to be sent out and that is just not 
workable.”

“it depends how you look at it,” argued Bart Van Gysegem, 
Belgium Major Accounts Practice Leader, AiG, continuing the 
sausage analogy. “there might be a cyber event that results 
in both a business interruption and liability. traditionally the 
market has sliced up the sausage so that there is one for Bi and 
one for liability but what i think the market is trying to do 
now is make one whole sausage again for cyber risk so that you 
do not have a Bi insurer arguing with a liability insurer over 

the same event. it may cost money but it means all your cyber 
risk coverage is with one insurer in one neat product.”

the insurance buyers though still struggle with the idea 
of paying a new price for a new insurance programme and 
getting budget approval at the highest level. But the idea that 
risk managers may be more concerned about cost rather than 
coverage did worry some insurers in the audience, including 
fredrik Motzfeldt, head of the technology, communications 
and Media Practice at insurance broker Marsh. 

“i worry that we are debating this risk at the same level as 
property and casualty and in the same way we have for years. 
we need to look at cyber risk differently and recognise how 
serious an issue it is and that it is not just another risk with just 
another budget that can be procured in the same old way. why 
would an underwriter take on this risk at bargain basement 
prices? if cyber risk is hitting everybody, how can you get 
insurance to work without somebody paying for it?”

“i am not saying we would not pay for it,” replied Mr Van 
impe. “if there are gaps in the current policies that are covered 
by an extension of these policies then of course we’ll pay for it 
but paying a premium for additional stand-alone capacity that 
is not included in our existing policies is just not workable.”

the debate over cost may refuse to go away for some 
time and while insurers may argue that the increasing threat 
of cyber risk will have a premium impact somewhere, the 
concern will be that risk managers begin to look beyond cyber 
insurance as a means to manage its risk, especially those that 
have adopted an enterprise risk management (erM) approach 
and may consider their internal measures resilient enough 
to eschew some level of insurance.  “with an enterprise 
risk management programme, insurance is only one of the 
possibilities, although an important one,” said Mr willaert. 

“the insurance industry [stands 
accused] has a propensity to 
unnecessarily slice up this sausage 
into separate products as a way to 
generate more premiums...”
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